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abroad. On the other side the Bill was condemned on several
grounds. It was an innovation ' never attempted before';
it was ' against free trade ' and would provoke retaliation in
other countries ; it was injurious to the poor since even in a
good harvest corn was none too plentiful, and in a bad
harvest many thousands might starve before rye, ' the food
of the poor ' x, could be brought from Danzig ; it would
diminish the carrying trade and destroy shipping—" the
Dutch will give £100,000 to have this Bill stand for twenty-
one years " ; it would seriously handicap the Eastland
Company which imported rye from the Baltic countries in
return for English cloth; and finally," if we banish foreign corn
now, they will deny it us when a dearth is " 2. Corn continued
to be imported but the quantity was probably inconsiderable
in normal years 3. After the Restoration, Parliament adopted
the principle which governed English corn policy down to
1773, and was subsequently revived in the Corn Law of 1815 :
it imposed high duties when the price of corn fell below a
certain limit, and low duties when it rose above. Ini66o foreign
wheat paid 2s. per quarter when the price of wheat did not
exceed 443. at the place of importation, and 4d. when it did.
In 1663 the duty was increased to 55. 4d. the quarter when
the price did not exceed 483. In 1670 the duty was fixed at
i6s. the quarter when the price did not exceed 533. 4d. ; at
8s. when the price was between 533. 4d. and 8os.; and at
4d. when it was above 8os. 4. In view of the low level of
corn prices 5 during the next hundred years, the result was
to give the corn-producer almost complete protection. On
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